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Abstract: Klára Kokas was a music teacher and music psychologist (1929-2010). Her method is based 
on music, motion and manual arts, therefore it can be defined as a form of reform pedagogy, 
otherwise it is called complex art pedagogy. The main elements and characteristics of Klára Kokas’s 
pedagogy were revolutionary new ideas in the fields of personality development, and music 
education – compared to the practices of reform pedagogy trends in the 20th century Europe and the 
United States (Pukánszky-Németh, 1996). The main elements of this concept are music, dance 
improvisation, motion, imaginative stories, visual arts, painting and drawing. However, its most 
important component is the very specific and intimate relation, which connected her to children. This 
distinctive feature of the Kokas-method is hard to teach. Klára Kokas approached to people with 
problems, suffering and disabilities, especially to marginalized and disadvantaged children with 
utmost empathy. She struggled to develop the social-cognition skills and affectionate behavior of the 
handicapped children through her own invented musical method. Her writings reflected her 
relationship with God, namely the presence of Him which can be felt behind the scenes. His name 
was mostly unspoken, yet when she named Him, it was to reveal that God was always in her mind, 
like in her words and musical activities too.The goal of this paper is to search and frame that text 
corpus, which can outline the spirituality of Klára Kokas with the aim of drawing up her relationship 
with God and children – according to her publications, writings, essays, books, short-film 
compilations, movie archives and interviews (Kokas, 1992; 1999; 2002; 2007; 2012; 2013). The contours 
of her spirituality from her teachings, manuscripts and publications couldn’t be attributed to any 
religious denomination. Also, to be presented are her notions about youth and teenage spirit and a 
unique relation with the world, her own students, the talents, the music and the holiness: the 
spirituality of Klára Kokas. The importance of beliefs and moral convictions in the art of education 
will be outlined.A single paragraph of about 150-200 words maximum. For research articles, abstracts 
should give a complete overview of the work. We encourage authors to use the following style of 
abstracts: background, methods, results and conclusion. The abstract should give an objective 
representation of the article.  
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1. Introduction 
In my study I emphasize the aspects of the music teacher and music psychologist Klára Kokas’s 
(1929-2010) spirituality and concept of ’child’ based on her book entitled „Music Raises my Hands”. 
This research is part of a greater critical investigation into the analysis of her publications which 
methodizes the Kokas-pedagogy in three main dimensions: her concept of God, man, and childhood. 
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As a result of our research the education philosophy of her method will be conceptualized, which 
means the basis of the whole Kokas-concept. We will identify her educational goals, values, and the 
very specific relationship she had with children, also her beliefs of holistic education, and we will 
point out her place among the representatives of reform pedagogical trends.  
According to Klára Kokas’s world view and child-centered pedagogy, as a music teacher and 
music psychologist, she built her method on creativity, human and interpersonal relationships, child-
centered approach, personality development and attention to others. These aspects are characteristic 
of the reform pedagogical methods - art pedagogical elements like music and dance- additional 
values of the Kokas method.  
It is important to see that these views about children and childhood, which are dependent on 
the perception of the people of each era (Szabolcs, 1999. 64), are the majority opinions of educational 
researchers, teachers and other adults.  
Kokas had the opportunity to present her musical-improvisational method not only in Hungary, 
but also abroad in the 1980’s, so she had the chance to apply her methods and ideas on deaf and hard 
of hearing, disabled and special-needs children. These persons were received and included in her 
work teams with special care and empathy. 
The Kokas educational concept can increase the chances of raising up underdeveloped, 
disadvantaged, disabled people. Their mates always helped them sympathetically, and 
complemented the deficiencies or insufficiencies of those participants who required special 
treatment. Children accept the unusual and different without any contempt or astonishment. This 
kind of education concurrently teaches empathy to able-bodied children. 
As a recognition of her work and educational innovations, she received the Danish award in 
1988, named Music Education for the Handicapped – in recognition of outstanding service on behalf 
of the handicapped (Deszpot, 2012. 18). 
Klára Kokas wrote a lot about the spiritual characteristics of children and adults, while she 
emphasized the value of relationships. Not only can we read about her relation to God, but we can 
also feel His presence in her texts through her references to Biblical words and expressions. Based on 
these we can appreciate her spirituality.  
We notice that Klára Kokas often used expressions, descriptions and names which reflected her 
concepts about God (holy, Creator of the Universe, Silence, Master), humankind and children, such 
as: their empathy, attention to others, relation to school, interpersonal relationships, acceptance, 
imagination, personal mission, spiritual presentation to others, self-expression, freedom, community, 
motion, tolerance towards people with disabilities. These comprise the foundation of the Kokas 
method.  
I based my research on the book, „Music Raises my Hands”, which was printed in 1992 by 
Akadémiai kiadó in Budapest. In this book we can read about Klára Kokas’s personal views on 
educational theories, her memories and children’s stories about their improvisational dances.  
This book of hers will answer our research question, which is: how can Klára Kokas' concept of 
’God’ and the ’child’ be drawn based on her book „Music Raises my Hands”?  
2. Data sources and aims of the research  
Klára Kokas’s complex art pedagogy based on music, motion, visual arts and verbal narratives 
can be specified as reform pedagogy – so Kokas can be called a reform pedagogue.  
3. Aspects of the ’God’ concept  
Religiosity versus spirituality - we have to determine the differences between these two 
(Tomcsányi et al., 2010), mentioning that they are indistinguishable. According to Pargament, an 
American religious psychologist, religion is a large collection of rituals, symbols and traditions, and 
spirituality is the seeking of the Sacred (Tomcsányi et al., 2010).  
Burkhardt said, spirituality is a component of every individual and the search for God is 
determined by specific characteristics of people’s personalities. Piedmont said, it is a basic dimension 
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of the personality (Tomcsányi et al., 2010). So spirituality is a larger expression than religiosity, and 
refers to any kind of spiritual experiences or needs.  
“Vergote intends to prove empirically that the Christian religion can be construed as the sum total of 
two anthropological impulses. One is the longing for the presence of God (mysticism), and the other is the 
(ethical or prophetic) desire for perfection (VERGOTE 1979)” (Tomcsányi, 2010).  
The dimensions of the constitution and development of religion are:  
• The psychodynamic–interpersonal dimension (the psychodynamic of the self–self relationship).  
• The relational–interpersonal dimension (the dynamic of the self–Other relationship).  
• The interpretative–hermeneutic dimension (the dynamic of the self–tradition relationship).  
• The life-world dimension (the dynamic of the self–social world relationship). (Streib, 2001). 
 
 
Figure 1. Spider diagram: Semantic aspects of Kokas’s ’God’ concept based on her book „Music Rises my 
Hands” (edited by the author) 
Sorting Kokas’s expressions into groups offers an easy way to think of these aspects:  
About God: God’s names and invocations  
Religious representations of God: blessings, angels, sacred, holiness, heaven, sky  
Spirituality: spirit, heart, creature, personality  
Spiritual activities: prayer, faith, piety  
Transcendence  
4. Overview of the history of educational philosophies and concepts  
Pedagogical theories can be grouped into three major sections according to the anthropological 
periods, says Ferenc Pálhegyi psychologist and marriage therapist, and there are three pedagogical 
approaches according to these groups:  
pedagogy of forming the instincts  
pedagogy of forming the behavior  
and the humanistic pedagogy (Pálhegyi, 2011).  
 
Theories and study of childhood and education have gone through many changes over the years. 
Beginning with the Spartan military education, the innocent child concept of the renaissance, 
Descartes’s dualistic anthropology, Rousseau’s moral pedagogy, the Christian sinful man concept, 
the behaviorist human concept, the alternative child view of the reform pedagogies, the communist 
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human manner, and ending with the modern day creative child interpretation (ld. Pukánszky-
Németh, 1996; Pukánszky, 2001).  
See also „Children, family, death” by Philippe Ariés (1914-1986) French historian, former writer 
about history of childhood.  
5. The working method of the study 
Atlas.ti7, a qualitative text analyzing software, helped the research by identifying indicators. The 
next step was using codes, creating a specific text analysis concept, then determining the three 
dimensions of Klára Kokas’s world view: her concept of ’God’, ’humankind’ and ’child’.  
 
Figure 2. Categories of Kokas’s educational theories (edited by the author) 
6. Characteristics of Kokas’s ’child’ concept according to her book, „Music Raises my Hands”  
As a research result, Kokas’ ’child’ concept is grouped into five main topics:  
 
1. Freedom and determination of children’s activities – existence of freedom, its borders, creating 
possibilities on Kokas’ lessons  
2. Educational values – basic formulas of children’s spirituality: according to „Music Raises my 
Hands” Klára Kokas considered eternal human value exemplified by the following virtues: 
children’s imagination, empathy, different artistic objects and the knowledge which comes from 
sincere and unspoiled childlike hearts. This artwork is the most authentic message, so, Kokas 
accepted them with great seriousness. She always listened to them from a Christian (gospel) 
aspect.  
3. The importance of relationships and contact network s  
4. Possibilities and barriers, special situations in Kokas’ children’s groups  
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5. The context of the basic categories of education – the essence, purpose, complexity and ethical 
nature of education  
The value perception of Klára Kokas emphasized the spiritual-psychological-esthetical virtues 
rather than the intellectual and material ones (see Bábosik, 2009). These values are manifestations of 
children, their creations and manual artworks, creativity, Christian thinking, social integration, 
community developmental attitudes.  
We can notice that physical, cognitive and material values are missing from this list. Kokas’ 
purpose was to nurture children’s spiritual and imaginative powers, and to stimulate their inner 
harmony, personal creativity. She didn’t pursue knowledge development or informational teaching. 
„Children are more at home in artistic fields (than adults), because imagination is their medium. As adults, we 
emerge from the fountain of our childhood” (Kokas, 1992). „Imagination, transformation in dance, poetry, 
magic and tales lead children to knowledge” (Kokas, 1992). 
As an additional value Kokas interpreted her profession as a validation of Christian virtues in 
education – this is why we mention her accentuated faith when we speak about the Kokas-method. 
„The Master said: ’unless you become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven’. In what 
sense? With my grown-up students we work toward that together,” (Kokas, 2002, Bible – Mat. 18,3).  
Inclusive education is expanding in our days, and people with special needs are at its focus, just 
like in the case of the reform pedagogies. The Kokas-method can be placed among inclusive 
educational methods, because of its therapeutic aspects, and because Kokas accepted children with 
unusual behavior and other difficulties in her classes.   
7. Conclusion  
This study analyzes one book of Klára Kokas', „Music Raises my Hands”, through critical text 
interpretation to conceptualize her concept of ’God’ and the ’child’.  
Her aim was not only the skill development of her students through music, nor development of 
music literacy, but personality development which had therapeutic effects through a complex 
method of the integration of music, motion, and the arts. It included, at the same time, special 
education, development of self-esteem and self-knowledge, and relationships within the family. So, 
she connected the field of music and therapies with the strengthening of relationships to create an 
atmosphere of joy – this is why she named her foundation “Kokas Klára Agape Music Life-Joy 
Foundation”. 
The essence of her value system is education based on personal relations, spirituality, mutual 
acceptance, experiences, empathy, complete attention, creativity, and manual-movement-musical 
arts.  
In conclusion we can identify the specific characteristics of the Kokas method, which are the 
Christian faith and spirituality added to the afore mentioned educational concepts and theories. This 
aspect gives her life’s work special color. 
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